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The stringent performance criteria that are required in a, for example, Third 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Fifth Generation (5G) fronthaul network raise a 
number of challenges.  To address those types of challenges, techniques are presented 
herein that support, among other things, removing path asymmetry at a service layer to 
align the signal at an air interface in 3GPP Fourth Generation (4G) or 5G converged 
wireless and optical transport (often referred to as 'XHaul'), fronthaul, or centralized radio 
access network (C-RAN) use cases; thus, equalizing the delay between an uplink and a 
downlink direction.  Aspects of the techniques presented herein encompass, among other 
things, a custom extension header in a Radio over Ethernet (RoE) packet to support the 
conveyance of timestamps, the dynamic configuration of a re-timer buffer depth, etc.  
Additionally, aspects of the techniques presented herein may be leveraged for other 
transport applications where, for example, an application over a transport network expects 
a symmetric delay as a wider scope. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
In a Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Fifth Generation (5G) or Long-
Term Evolution (LTE) advanced (LTE-A) environment, an intelligent converged access 
router may provide packet fronthaul or XHaul transport capabilities for an Open Radio 
Access Network (O-RAN) architecture involving RAN disaggregation.   
Typically, a fronthaul Centralized or Cloud RAN (C-RAN) use case is supported 
through an optical link with either coarse wavelength-division multiplexing (CWDM) (for 
passive use) or dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) (for active or passive 
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use).  For a variety of reasons as 5G and LTE-A architectures are being deployed, RAN 
implementations are moving towards a packet-based fronthaul. 
One of the prime applications for the techniques presented herein is to enable a C-
RAN by carrying radio in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) samples over packets to a central 
location.  At the same time in a C-RAN context, different radio applications should be 
enabled with radio resources centralized at a Radio Equipment Controller (REC) or 
baseband unit (BBU) (e.g., inter-band carrier aggregation, intra-band carrier aggregation, 
network multiple-input/multiple-out (MIMO), transmit (Tx) diversity, joint Tx and receive 
(Rx), CoMP, inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) or enhanced ICIC (eICIC), digital 
beamforming, etc.).  These applications place a very strict demand on a transport service-
level agreement (SLA) in terms of latency, jitter, and loss. 
Figure 1, below, depicts aspects of a 5G/LTE-A fronthaul or XHaul use case.  It is 
important to note that there is no direct cross layer interaction supported between a service 




Figure 1: Illustrative Fronthaul Environment 
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The process of mapping Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) data streams over 
Ethernet or Internet Protocol (IP) is one of the most precise transport applications, raising 
critical key performance indicators (KPIs).   A number of the KPIs that are mentioned 
below may be found in the CPRI specification V7 (CPRIv7) and are driven by the 3GPP 
as mentioned previously.  These indicators have been captured in the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard 802.1CM as well.  Some of the critical KPIs 
include, for example: 
1. A transport delay accuracy that is driven by 3GPP standards and that is captured 
by the CPRIv7 specification and the IEEE 802.1CM standard. 
2. Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) Tx diversity and 
MIMO as described in the 3GPP technical specification (TS) 36.104 as being 
equal to plus or minus 32.5 nanoseconds (nsecs). 
3. E-UTRA intra-band contiguous carrier aggregation as described in the 3GPP 
TS 36.104 as being equal to plus or minus 65 nsecs. 
4. E-UTRA FDD Tx diversity and MIMO as described in the 3GPP TS 25.104 as 
being equal to plus or minus 32.5 nsecs. 
5. E-UTRA round-trip time (RTT) as described in the 3GPP TS 25.133 as being 
equal to plus or minus 130nsecs. 
CPRI is defined as a point-to-point link and since packet mapping and de-mapping 
of CPRI signals to packets are being transparently inserted it is necessary to meet all of the 
different CPRI KPIs in terms of latency, jitter, etc. 
In order to provide some important context, signals need to be aligned within a very 
tight margin at an air interface (e.g., in one of the MIMO applications such as a single-user 
MIMO (SU-MIMO)) where two antennas are transmitting to the same receiver so that the 
signal quality is better since radio frequency (RF) signal power will be additive.  Thus, 
each RF signal should be aligned on an air interface on an orthogonal frequency-division 
multiplexing (OFDM) interface.  Similarly, for Time-division duplexing (TDD) all of the 
signals should be aligned on an air interface otherwise there will be interference on the air 
interface. 
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Within this context, it is important to note that an REC or BBU is the frequency 
and phase master for a remote radio head (RRH).  At an RRH, frequency is recovered from 
the bitstream as a physical clock and will be used to generate a carrier frequency on an air 
interface. 
There is no Precision Time Protocol (PTP) or PTP Time of Day (ToD) or ToD at 
an RRH.  There is a concept of very strict phase alignment between a REC or BBU and an 
RRH.  But this is not a clock edge or ToD alignment.  This is frame counter alignment, 
where such a counter creates an event for an air interface transfer.  This is referred to as a 
basic frame number (BFN) or Hyper Frame Number (HFN) counter.  A REC as master 
initiates the session with an RRH and it sends the BFN or HFN and an RRH turns around 
the same number.  That is how a REC and an RRH may be phase aligned. 
When a REC and an RRH are out of phase it will result in a delay for a frame or 
signal from a REC to reach an RRH.  Such a delay may be mitigated with an accurate delay 
measurement between a REC and an RRH and the sending of the radio frame in advance 
(e.g., a timing advance (TADV) that is equal to the delay between the REC and the RRH).  
Thus, by the time the radio frame reaches the RRH its phase is aligned because it was 
started ahead to mitigate the delay (i.e., the TADV). 
Clearly, a CPRI master port at a REC needs to measure the link delay between a 
REC and an RRH.  And as noted previously, there is no synchronized ToD available at an 
RRH which is synchronized with a REC.  Figure 2, below, illustrates how delay 
measurement may be completed according to the CPRIv7 specification. 
 
 
Figure 2: Illustrative Delay Measurement 
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In Figure 2, above, the delay between the REC and the RE (i.e., T12 and T34) may 
be estimated as follows: 
1. Step 1.  Measure T14, the frame timing difference between the output signal at 
R1 and the input signal at R4.  Assume that M_T14 is the measured value of 
T14.  Here a local timestamp engine of the REC may be utilized. 
2. Step 2.  The one-way delay is equal to T12, T34, and M_T14 divided by two.  
For simplicity various static compensation values have not been shown. 
3. Step 3.  The TADV is equal to M_T14 divided by two. 
It is worth noting that in CPRI it is assumed that a link is point-to-point and that 
there is no asymmetry in uplink and downlink links.  As described in the CPRIv7 
specification, the required link measurement accuracy may be found under Section 7.1.6 
(Delay Calibration) and Section 7.1.6.1 (Round Trip Delay Calibration per Link). 
As described in the CPRI specification, measurement of a round-trip delay on a 
CPRI link will be performed by a REC to meet following requirements: 
1. The time alignment error (TAE) in Tx diversity shall not exceed the value Tc 
as described in the 3GPP TS 25.104 at Section 6.8.4. 
2. The round-trip time absolute accuracy will be plus or minus 0.5 times Tc (e.g., 
1 / 3.84 megahertz (Mhz) * 1/2 = 130 nsecs) as described in the 3GPP TS 25.133 
at Section 9.2.8.1. 
3. The E-UTRA timing advance minimum resolution of 65 nsecs as described in 
the 3GPP TS 36.133 at Section 10.3. 
The accuracy of the measurement of a round-trip delay on the transmission medium of one 
link needs to meet various requires. For example, CPRI requirement number R-21A 
stipulates that accuracy of the round-trip delay measurement is equal to plus or minus 
16.276 nsecs (i.e., plus or minus Tc divided by 16).  Additionally, one-way delay jitter is 
to be equal to plus or minus 8.138 nsecs. 
Aspects of the techniques presented herein leverage Layer 3 (L3), Ethernet virtual 
private network (EVPN), or segment routing for a fronthaul application.  While L3 is very 
good for an any-to-any paradigm, programmability, resilience, scale, and Operations, 
Administration and Maintenance (OAM), deficiencies may arise in XHaul applications. 
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Such an approach presents a number of challenges.  For example, one of the CPRI 
requirements is a one-way path delay jitter of plus or minus 8.138 nsecs and a two-way 
path delay jitter of plus or minus 16.276 nsecs.  These requirements cannot be met with an 
Ethernet switch or router.  Even by enabling IEEE 802.1Qau frame preemption it cannot 
be met.  Since such precise jitter numbers are involved, different kinds of jitter must be 
considered, including: 
 Jitter of 114.4 nsecs over a 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GE) interface even with 
IEEE 802.1Qau enabled. 
 Jitter of 11.44 nsecs jitter on 100 Gigabit Ethernet (100GE) interface even with 
IEEE 802.1Qau enabled. 
 Jitter introduced with self-inference due to other equal CPRI over Ethernet 
(CPRIoE) flows. 
 Jitter introduced due to a higher utilization in an XHaul application. 
 Jitter introduced due to different arbiters in a packet processing pipeline. 
 Jitter introduced due to clock domain transfer. 
 Jitter introduced due to digital logic. 
In the end, these jitter amounts can be additive or compensating across multiple 
hops from an ingress CoE or Radio over Ethernet (RoE) mapper and an egress CPRI to an 
Ethernet to CoE or RoE demapper. 
Figure 3, below, depicts aspects of the re-timing process that was described above.  
In the figure, a REC or BBU are an intelligent converged access router that are performing 
mapping and demapping of CPRI signals to packets and an RRH or radio unit (RU) are 
tracing the same synchronous Ethernet frequency (according to, for example, the 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommendation 8262.1) and PTP IEEE 
standard 1588v2 clock phase (with, for a Class C clock, a Constant Time Error (cTE) of 
eight nsecs). 
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Figure 3: Exemplary Re-timing Process 
 
In connection with Figure 3, above, re-timing a radio flow in a synchronous 
network may encompass a number of considerations, including: 
 Re-timing may be considered in connection with reducing jitter.  For example: 
o A residual timestamp (e.g., T1) may be placed in a packet at the ingress 
node. 
o A packet arrives at the egress node at timestamp T2. 
o The packet may be buffered until timestamp T3 (where T3 >= T2) at 
which point it may be sent. 
o The duration T3 - T1 is a fixed value and should be long enough to 
cover, for example, all possible jitter, fiber propagation delay, 
processing delay, serialization delay, etc. 
o Additionally, the duration T3 - T1 should be as low as possible. 
 Time synchronization is required at the ingress and egress nodes. 
 Such a model may be used for RoE time division (RoE-TD), RoE frequency 
division (RoE-FD), enhanced CPRI (eCPRI), and CPRIoE. 
 De-jittering may possibly be done in a REC or RE for RoE and eCPRI (helping 
to clean some noise). 
 For CPRIoE such an approach is needed. 
As noted previously, aspects of the techniques presented herein leverage L3, EVPN, 
or segment routing.  It is well established that L3, EVPN, or segment routing may provide 
many benefits such as, for example, virtualizing the topology, scale, resilience and 
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protection, OAM, programmability, and automation.  However, there will be an 
asymmetrical delay between an uplink and a downlink path with jitter which will violate 
the CPRI KPI as described above. 
Figure 4, below, depicts elements of a data flow architecture that is possible under 





Figure 4: Exemplary Data Flow Architecture 
 
In a pure CPRI network, it is assumed that there is a point-to-point optical link 
between a REC or BBU and a RRH or RU and that there is no asymmetry between two 
nodes.  Hence, they can measure the delay with suitable accuracy.  Additionally, it may be 
assumed that there is no synchronized ToD (e.g., a timestamp) between a REC and an RRH, 
as phase alignment has a different meaning as explained above (here phase alignment refers 
to an air interface counter alignment). 
The proxy master and proxy slave nodes are multiple hops away in an L3 transport 
network.  In the L3 network the path may be different in an uplink and downlink direction.  
In an L3 network, the uplink and downlink paths are independently determined by routing 
protocols running in different network elements.  As a result, the path delay and jitter in 
the uplink and downlink paths may be different.  This can be the case even if the uplink 
and downlink paths share the same links in opposite directions as the cable lengths could 
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be different.  Additionally, the L3 paths are dynamic and routers can re-route traffic when 
there are changes in the network thus altering the latency and jitter parameters. 
Aspects of the techniques presented herein provide a method for equalizing the 
delay between an uplink and a downlink direction so that a service layer like a REC or 
BBU may calculate the link delay by taking the value of T14 and dividing it by two (as 
described above and as depicted in Figure 5, below).  An Asymmetry_compenstation_value 




Figure 5: Illustrative Delay Measurement 
 
The Asymmetry_compensation_value term that is described here should not be 
confused with asymmetry in the PTP algorithm, as they have very different meanings as 
explained previously. 
This is intelligently taken out by a transport network automated process. 
It is important to note that in this context radio equipment (e.g., a REC or an RRH) 
is at a service layer and such components are supposed to go through their procedures like 
delay measurement, which is independent of a transport procedure.  Additionally, there is 
no explicit interaction between the two. 
Through the IEEE Next Generation Fronthaul Interface (NGFI) working group the 
IEEE 1914.3 standard for RoE provides a method for the loopback of a RoE frame.  By 
employing a custom header in a RoE packet, according to aspects of the techniques 
presented herein, it is possible for one end to send the RoE frame containing a Flow 
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identifier (Id) of 0xFFFF (i.e., all ones) and have the other end just loop it back.  Note that 
both endpoints will have a Class C PTP ToD (i.e., synchronized timestamp engine). 





Figure 6: Illustrative Loopback Process 
 
In connection with Figure 6, above, it is important to note, that the REC’s CPRI 
port takes the role of a master port.  On an intelligent converged access router that is 
attached to the REC, the CPRI port takes the role of a proxy slave port.  On an intelligent 
converged access router that is attached to the RE, the CPRI port takes the role of a proxy 
master port.  The RE’s CPRI port takes the role of a slave port.  The CPRI ports are bi-
directional and hence a port’s role will not change with the direction. 
According to aspects of the techniques presented herein, this RoE flow with a Flow 
ID equal to 0xFFFF will contain a custom header where there are four fields for storing the 
four timestamps T1, T2, T3, and T4.  The four timestamps may be generated as follows: 
1. T1 may be generated just before sending a mapping and may be a 2**31 – 1 
long pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS31) pattern. 
2. T2 may be generated when the RoE flow is received at a far endpoint after 
transport. 
3. T3 may be generated when the RoE flow is turned around at the far endpoint. 
11
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4. T4 may be generated when the RoE flow is received. 
All of the nodes in the L3 Ethernet transport network including the Proxy-Master 
and Proxy-Slave nodes are synchronized to Class C or D timing accuracy using PTP 
according to the IEEE standard 1588 through a hop-by-hop G.8275.1 or G.8275.2 
configuration.  The RoE packets that transit between Proxy-Master and Proxy-Slave nodes 
rely on the PTP infrastructure to obtain accurate T1, T2, T3, and T4 timestamp values. 
According to further aspects of the techniques presented herein, the size of this 
packet be will equal to the actual RoE packet.  During the link establishment phase between 
the RE and the REC, a CPRI rate is negotiated.  The packet gateway routers also play a 
role in this rate negotiation when a packet-based CPRI transport is used.  A high-level 
description of the approach is presented below.  T 
For purposes of illustration, aspects of the techniques presented herein may be 
described through a series of steps, including: 
1. A proxy slave tries to establish Hyper Frame Number (HFN) synchronization 
with a REC.  
2. On achieving HFN synchronization, the proxy slave does not transmit back to 
the REC but starts sending RoE frames towards a proxy master along with an 
indication of the link rate in the RoE header. 
3. The proxy master decodes the link rate information in the header and transmits 
the CPRI stream, from received RoE frames, towards the RE. 
4. The RE decodes the stream successfully at some point in time and achieves 
HFN synchronization with the received CPRI stream. 
5. The RE starts transmitting the CPRI stream towards the REC through the proxy 
nodes, which upon successful decoding at the REC will conclude the Layer 1 
link negotiation procedure between the REC and the RE. 
During this phase, the RoE packets do not contain actual packetized CPRI data.  
Rather, these packets are used to measure the latency in both forward and backward 
directions.  The size of the RoE packets depends on the CPRI rate.  Slower CPRI rates may 
use smaller RoE packets and higher CPRI rates may use larger RoE packets.  An objective 
is to find a balance between the encapsulation overhead and packetization delay (i.e., how 
long one wishes to wait for collecting the basic frames which are in a granularity of 260.4 
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nsecs).  The RoE packet size that was referenced in steps 2 and 5, above, depends upon the 
CPRI rate that is being negotiated. 
As described above, according to aspects of the techniques presented herein the 
RoE packets carry the timestamps T1, T2, T3, and T4 from which the following 
calculations may be completed: 
1. A downlink link delay T12 is equal to T2 minus T1. 
2. An uplink link delay is equal to T4 minus T3. 
These measurements may be taken for N number of times and then the average of 
the measurements may be calculated to provide accurate uplink and downlink delays to 
find the mean value.  Additionally, the value path_delay_max – path_delay_min provides 
an indication of the jitter around the mean value in the path.  It is important to note that 
these are high assurance flows and are provisioned such that the impact of other traffic 
types, etc. will be minimal. 
From the above, in accordance with aspects of the techniques presented herein, the 
following calculations may be completed: 
1. differential_delay_between_two_paths = |uplink delay - downlink delay|. 
2. path_delay_P2P_jitter = (path_delay_max - path_delay_min). 
3. asymmetry_compenstation_value = differential_delay_between_two_paths + 
path_delay_P2P_jitter. 
 
Additionally, the path with the lower delay should be selected.  According to 
aspects of the techniques presented herein, to equalize both path delays the 
Asymmetry_compenstation_value may be used to increase the delay of a re-timer buffer on 
the egress side of the shorter path.  Under aspects of the techniques presented herein, 
configuration of the re-timer buffer may be accomplished through a series of steps, 
including: 
 A residual timestamp (e.g., T1) may be placed in a packet at the mapping 
endpoint. 
 A packet arrives at the demapping endpoint at timestamp T2. 
 The propagation delay T_Delay is equal to T2 - T1. 
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 Assume a re-timing delay, Tretimer_delay, where Tretimer_delay > 
T_Delay. 
 Here Tretimer_delay is intended to cover all different kinds of latency and 
latency variation or jitter. 
Employing aspects of the techniques presented herein, the 
Asymmetry_compenstation_value has been determined along with the path with the shorter 
delay.  The Asymmetry_compenstation_value may be added to the Tretimer_delay on the 
egress side of the path which has the shorter delay to stretch the delay to equalize it to the 




Figure 7: Exemplary Re-Timer Buffer Configuration 
 
In connection with the descriptions and illustrations that were included in the above 
narrative it is important to note that for the techniques that are presented herein there is no 
overlap or similarity with respect to eCPRI message type 5 or an Open Radio Access 
Network (O-RAN) initiative based fronthaul delay management. 
As mentioned previously, techniques presented herein are targeting a CPRI over 
packet based front haul use case.  An intelligent converged access router may map a CPRI 
signal to Ethernet in RoE (according to, for example, IEEE 1914.3) format transparent to 
the endpoints (i.e., an RRH or a RU and a REC or a BBU).   
Techniques presented herein may provide various cost optimizations.  For example, 
CPRI is a simple and reliable protocol and it makes a RRH very light and inexpensive (e.g., 
requiring no PTP, synchronization, de-skew handling, etc.).  Further, for 3GPP 4G LTE-A 
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or LTE-x cell software, an upgrade may not change the hardware interface.  CPRI is 
beneficial even for a pure 5G New Radio (NR) environment with limited antenna (e.g., less 
than six gigahertz (GHz)). 
Fronthaul delay management in an eCPRI-based network as covered by O-RAN is 
different than the delay management that is required for CPRIoE or CPRI atop RoE as has 
been described above.  An eCPRI RRH or an O-RAN Radio Unit (O-RU) and an O-RAN 
distributed unit (O-DU), BBU, or REC have an established ToD based on PTP (e.g., IEEE 
standard 1588v2).  In CPRI there is no such ToD available at the RRH, and phase 
synchronization is based on a HFN or BFN sequence number.  At the same time, the CPRI 
protocols and its procedures and control processes need to work transparently over a packet 
network.  So, any asymmetry created by a packet network will need to be corrected by the 
packet network itself.  The method of asymmetry correction in a packet network required 
by CPRI is entirely different and not covered by O-RAN. 
As CPRI traffic is carried transparently over a packet network, the packet network 
is to provide a strict latency transport with symmetric delays.  So, the packet network must 
measure the delays and compensate for the asymmetry between the ‘to’ and ‘from’ delays 
to provide a symmetric transport for the CPRI payload.  Aspects of the techniques 
presented herein support removing the asymmetry between the delays. 
A Layer 2 (L2) virtual private network (VPN) circuit may be established on a L3 
network and then CPRI flows may be initiated.  Aspects of the techniques presented herein 
support another control procedure between a L2 VPN circuit setup and starting the CPRI 
flow, where delay management of a packet fronthaul is adjusted so that the packet network 
presents itself as a symmetric network to a CPRI endpoint, which is critical for CPRI 
operation.  Additionally, aspects of the techniques presented herein may be leveraged for 
other transport applications where, for example, an application over a transport network 
expects a symmetric delay as a wider scope. 
In summary, techniques have been presented that support, among other things, 
removing path asymmetry at a service layer to align the signal at an air interface in 4G or 
5G XHaul, fronthaul, or C-RAN use cases thus equalizing the delay between an uplink and 
a downlink direction.  Aspects of the techniques presented herein encompass, among other 
things, a custom extension header in a RoE packet to support the conveyance of timestamps, 
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the dynamic configuration of a re-timer buffer depth, etc.  Additionally, aspects of the 
techniques presented herein may be leveraged for other transport applications where, for 
example, an application over a transport network expects a symmetric delay as a wider 
scope. 
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